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Abstract

Ga 27 January, 1979 the Substorm-GEOS rocket S23H was launched
from ESRANGE, Kiruna, shortly after the onset of an intense mag-
netospheric substorm over northern Scandinavia. Rocket electric
field and particle observations have been used to calculate
ionospheric currents and heating rates. These results are
generally consistent with the ground magnetic (SMA*) and optical
(all-sky, TV'/ observations. An important finding emerging from
a comparisc : •*£: this event with a pre-breakup event earlier on
this day I v tlund et alv, 1982) is that the ionospheric sub-
storm-rele n 4 electric field could be split up into two parts,

»ly:

• 1) an ambi x.t LT dependent field, probably of magnetospheric
| or i git:
I 2) superimposed or. this a small-scale electric field associated
I with tire bright auroral structures, being southward for both
; events.

This is sJ»pwn to have inportant consequences on the location of
the ionospheric currents and the Joule energy dissipation relative
to the auroral forms. For example, in the pre-breakup arc, Joule
energy dissipation and particle energy flux were found to be anti-
correlated, while in the breakup case correlated.

*) Scandinavian Magnetometer Array, (SMA)



1. Introduction

Recent progress within the field of auroral substorms is largely
a result of the strong efforts being Made to coordinate space and
ground observations in a systematic way. Since in situ obser-
vations by satellites, rockets or balloons are point-measurements
that connect to very localised regions in the ionosphere, meaning-
ful correlation studies profit greatly from a dense and exten-
sive network of ground observations. An excellent example of
the latter is the geophysical network operated during the IMS

• in northern Scandinavia with the Scandinavian Magnetometer Array,
• SNA (Maurer and Theile, 1978; Kuppers et al.,1979), the Finnish
I riometer and all-sky camera chains and the STARE radars (Scandi-
I navian Twin Auroral Radar Experiment , Greenwald et al., 1978).

I The purpose of this paper is to point out some important and
| characteristic features of the electrodynamics associated with
i auroral forms during an auroral breakup event. The results are
1 based on ground observations from the IMS-network mentioned
I above and high resolution rocket electric field and particle
| observations made on the Substorm-GBOS rocket S23H, launched
f from ESRAHGE, Kiruna on 27 January, 1979 during an intense

magnetosphftric substorm over northern Scandinavia (cf. Fig.1).
Comparisons are also made with the results from a similar study but
of a pre-breakup arc occurring earlier this evening (Marklund
et al., 1982). This reveals a number of interesting differences
between the two events.

In particular we shall discuss characteristics of the substonn-asso
elated electric field, ionospheric currents and power dissipation
during a time period of about 15 minutes after substorm onset.

Associated with a breakup event is the wellknown expansion to
the west and north of the region of enhanced auroral activity
which is known »B the Westward Travelling Surge. From a number
of studies the NTS is believed to form the leading
edge of the substorm enhanced westward eleetrojet and to carry
the western localized upward field aligned current (Inhester et al,
1981; Opgenoorth et al., 1980). Together with a more extended and
less well defined downward current region to the east of the onset
region, this is the typical current wedge associated with auroral
breakups. As has been shown by e.g. Baumjohann et al. (1981),



this closure current say at least partly be a Cowling current
formed within the high-conductivity channel generated behind
the leading edge of the surge. For an ideal Cowling channel, where
Birkeland currents are impeded at the northern and southern bounda-
ries» the Federsen current due to the southward polarisation elec-
tric field smst balance the enhanced northward Ball current caused
by the westward component of the primary electric field (Boström,
1964). In a realistic case current continuity is ensured by a po-
larisation electric field as well as by Birkeland currents, as
will be demonstrated later.

The region covered by the surge is typically strongly inhomo-
geneous with a concentration of intense auroras close to the
front and nonunifom diffuse auroras (Meng et al., 1978) further
back. The equivalent ionospheric current pattern inferred fro»
the ground magnetometer observations does however seen to be
fairly homogeneous and last for nuch longer tine than would be
expected from the time constants for decay of the ionospheric
conductivity as the precipitation becomes weaker. It is of in-
terest fo find out whether the typical large scale electrodyna-
nical features in the active region behind the surge are also
characteristic of the small-scale localized auroral forms, of
which one was passed by the rocket.



2. Instrumentation

Rocket instrumentation

I The Royal Institute of Technology (RIT) double probe electric field

I experiment carried out instantaneous electric field measurements

with a tine resolution of 2 us and local plasma diagnostic mea-

| surements with five seconds intervals» providing information on

| local electron density and temperature. A detailed description

I of this experiment is given elsewhere (Marklund et al., 1981).

| By subtraction of the v x B contribution the electric field

| signal was transformed to an earth-fixed system, namely the Kiruna
system described below.

I Measurements of electrons and positive ions were performed over
| a wide range of energies by the Kiruna Geophysical Institute (KGI)
I particle detectors. Between about 12 eV and 30 keV ten electro-
I static analyzers were used and above 40 keV measurements were
I performed with solid state detectors. In the present study most
\ of the data were taken from one detector measuring electrons with
\ pitch angles 5-25° and energies 0-26.5 keV and another detector mea-

suring electrons above 40 keV with pitch angles 20°-70°. The proton

\ spectra used were taken from a positive ion spectrometer (0-45°)

| with the assumption that all measured ions were protons. A

| detailed technical report on the KGI particle experiments on the

I Substorm-GEOS rockets has been given by Sandahl (1981).
!
? Other experiments on board the Substorm-GEOS rocket S23H are
I listed in Marklund et al. (1981).

Ground magnetic observations have been obtained from the
Scandinavian Magnetometer Array/ shown in Fig. 2. A

detailed description of this network has been given by Klippers

et al. (1979) and Maurer and Theile (1978).

The optical information used for this study has been obtained

from:

1) a low light level TV camera operated at ESBANGE by Uppsala

Ionospheric Observatory (UIO> providing excellent information

of temporal and spatial variations of auroral structures

close to the rocket.

2) all-sky cameras (ASC) at Kiruna and Kilpisjärvi (ef. Fig.2).

Distinct auroral structures, seen in the all-sky data, have been



digitized along their lower borders, rectified and mapped under

the assumption of a normal height of 100 km (by courtesy of

H. Opgenoorth, UIO * and K. Kaila, FMI**J.

The rocket and the ground data, will be presented in a

special Cartesian coordinate system, the so-called Kiruna system

(cf. Fig.2), introduced by Kttppers et al. (1979). It is obtained

by a stereographic projection of the globe on to a tangential

plane centered at Kiruna, Sweden. The yRI axis of the system is

taken as the tangent to the revised corrected geomagnetic circle

of latitude running through Kiruna (Gustafsson, 1970).

*) Uppsala Ionospheric. Observatory

* *) Finnish Meteorological Institute



3. Temporal development of the magnetospheric substorm near-

local magnetic midnight on 27 January» 1979

The Substorm-GEOS rocket S23H was launched at 21.01.59 UT on 27

January, 1979 from ESRANGE, Kiruna shortly after the onset cf an

intense magnetospheric substorm over northern Scandinavia.

Before this there was a one hour period beginning with the

recovery phase of an earlier substorm (cf. Fig.1) as indicated

by pulsations and decreasing activity and the growth phase of a

new substorm as indicated by a southward movement of aurora and

the tail-like configuration of the magnetic field as observed on

GEOS (Baumjohann, 1979). Around 20.58 UT a faint arc brightened

approximately 400 km southeast of Kiruna in the central part of

northern Finland as could be seen by the Muonio all-sky camera

(data not shown here). At about this time practically all ground-

-based instruments and GEOS instruments noted sudden changes. Fig.3

shows, in a sequence of pictures, the temporal development of the

auroral activity and the equivalent current flow as deduced

from the SMA data. It can be seen that the region of active

aurora spread to the west and north along a preexisting arc.

This expansion was accompanied by the intrusion of westward

current flow. At launch (21.02 UT) this region already covered

ESRANGE and a wide belt extending almost all the

way to the Norwegian coast line. Note that the most intense struc-

tures seem to be connected to the front of the active region.

It can be seen that in the Kiruna area, the time-period after the

rapid poleward expansion at 21.02 UT and until approximately

21.06 UT could be characterized by decreasing auroral activity.

This can be better seen in Fig.4 which shows the development of the

equivalent current vectors for the Kiruna latitude profile and

the corresponding TV-pictures insteps of 30 seconds. Until

21.03 UT the centre of the westward electrojet was close to

Kiruna. During the subsequent period of decreasing activity

the centre moved southwards. A second onset with an enhancement

of a widespread nonunlform diffus» aurora occured shortly after

21.06 UT, followed by an enhancement and northward shift of the

westward electrojet. After 21.09 UT a region of southwestward

current flow came in from the northeast (cf. Fig. 3 and Fig. 4).

The sharp longitudinal gradient in the equivalent current distri-

bution at the front of the active region (cf. for example Fig. 3,



21.01 UT) suggests localized upward field-aligned currents there,

(Baumjohann et al., 1981).



4. Rocket observations

Fig. 5 shows a series of measured electron spectra for each fifth

second of the flight. These spectra have been smoothed in order

to make it easier to follow the time development of the charac-

teristic spectral features. Note the two intervals 220-280 s

and 380-515 s respectively, characterized by quasi-monoenergetic

spectra, peaked at about 2-3 keV. These intervals correspond to

the times for which the rocket encountered auroral structures as

can be seen in Fig. 4. Sometimes the peaks were extremely sharp/

as is shown by the spectrum to the left, which is presented with

maximum time resolution. Outside the aurora the spectra were

found to be approximately nonaccelerated Maxwellians. The arrows

denote field-aligned currents and are discussed in the subsequent

section.

The observations made by the electric field experiment have once

been described in the paper by Marklund et al. (1981). Fig. 6

shows the components of the horizontal electric field (upper graph)

and the electron energy flux as calculated from the particle ob-

servations (lower graph). Note that the electric field is here

presented in the Kituna system instead of the geographical co-

ordinate system used by Marklund et al. (1981). The westward com-

ponent of the electric field remained fairly constant during the

flight with a value of about 15 mV/m, while the northward compo-

nent exhibited a reversal at approximately 230 s (~ 21.06 UT).

This occurred simultaneously with a sharp uncrease by one order

of magnitude in the electron energy flux which was associated

with the auroral enhancement (see above). These observations were

interpreted in an earlier paper (Marklund et al., 1981) in terms

of a rocket passage through an upward field-aligned current sheet.

This is only part of tne truth since the aurront sheet was, as

is often the case, intimately coupled to an arc-associated polari-

sation electric field, as we shall discuss belcw. A large peak

in the F-region electron density was also observed around this

time (cf. Fig. 7). However, this peak was most probably a residual

effect from the intense precipitation which occurred about two

minutes earlier in this area, as could be judged from the TV-

pictures (cf. Fig. 4).

The left part of Fig. 8 is a vector representation of the electric



field along a horizontal projection of the rocket trajectory.

By comparing with the Kiruna equivalent current vectors which

have been inferred as dotted arrows (right) from Fig. 4 one notes

that there is a fairly good alignment between these vectors

throughout most of the flight. As shown by Marklund et al. (1981)

such an alignment could have been achieved if a southwestward

neutral wind with a velocity of the order of E/B was present

throughout the flight. In the following chapter we shall present

an alternative and in fact more probable interpretation in which

all the above observations fit in a consistent way including the

electric field reversal around 21.06 UT.
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5. Ionospheric currents and energy dissipation as calculated

from the rocket data

The rocket data have been used to calculate height-integrated

conductivities, ionospheric currents and power dissipation,

which ere presented in this order from the top in Pig. 9. The

height-integrated conductivities, have been calculated from the

energetic electron and proton spectra using the methods described

in Marklund et al. (1982) which is based on the algorithms for

ionization by electrons (Rees, 1963) and protons (Eather and

Burrows, 1966) respectively. The Hall to Pedersen conductivity

ratio £«/£p is approximately 1.5 throughout the flight, the con-

stant value being a consequence of a fairly constant hardness

of the spectra. For these calculations steady state has been as-

sumed between ion production and recombination losses. A way to

test the validity of this assumption is to compare the calculated

electron densities with the measured electron densities along the

rocket trajectory. For this flight the latter were obtained for

altitudes above 200 km, which is above the altitude at which the

steady state condition,

q = a • ne
2 (1)

(q = ion production rate and a = effective recombination coeffi-

cient) generally holds. It can be seen in Fig. 7 that the agree-

ment between measured (n ) and calculated (n ) electron densi-

ties at rocket altitude is iairly good in ;he beginning and at

the end of the flight but poor in between, especially around 230 s

(21.06 UT). This difference may partly be due to the steady state

Equation (1) above not being valid. However, the major reason is

that the observed density peak was a residual effect from an

earlier precipitation period as mentioned above. At lower altitudes,

e.g. in the E-region, the recombination times are so short (typi-

cally less than 15 s) that such a residual effect is negligible.

This also implies that the height-integrated conductivities which

are dominated by the F-region contribution were unaffected by

this earlier intense precipitation.

In the middle panel of Fig. 9 are shown the horizontal height-

-integrated ionospheric current densities J and J as calcu-
x y

lated from the observed electric field (Fig. 6) and the height-

-tntegrated conductivities (top panel) assuming the neutral
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winds to be negligible. The northward component of the current

(J ) is relatively small and shows a monotonic decrease after

220 s followed by a reversal, while the westward component (-Jv)

intensifies from 0.2 A/m up to 1 A/m starting at 230 s, i.e. the

time for the second onset. These results are also presented in

vector form to the right in Fig. 8. Note tne current intensifi-

cation and change of direction from predominantly north to pre-

dominantly west after 220 s.

A similar directional change could not be observed for the equi-

valent current-vectors inferred from Fig. 4. The current intensi-

fication to the north of Kiruna, i.e. very close to the rocket

is however clearly visible.

In order to obtain a rough estimate cf the field-aligned currents

we have simply taken the divergence of the horizontal currents,

assuming the east-west gradients to be negligible, i.e.
AJ AJ

3" " Ax ~ V~ * Ät"' K '

The result is shown schematically in Fig. 5 by the different time

intervals (I to IV) denoted by upward and downward arrows, cor-

responding to time periods of upward and downward field-aligned

currents respectively. The attached numbers are the maximum and

the average current densities in vA/m within these intervals.

It must be remembered that for the dynamic breakup situation con-

sidered here this method tc calculate Birkeland currents is quite

uncertain. For example, for period I in Fig. 5 we obtained a

relatively strong upward current sheet, which probably did not

exist.

This stems from the inability of this method to separate the

actual decrease of the precipitation with time, from a spatial

decrease . Only the latter may correspond to a true Birke-

land current sheet. However, there is an excellent agreement

between the periods of upward field-aligned currents (III and IV)

and the periods of strongly peaked electron spectra, which suggests

that relatively intense upward Birkeland currents (»» 40 yA/m )

were associated with the auroral forms. Electrons in the energy
2

range 0.9 - 30 kev were found to carry about 3-8 vA/m which

is considerably less than what wa3 found by the divergence method.
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In the lower panel of Fig. 9 it can be noted that there is a

positive correlation between the power dissipation by Joule

heating and precipitating particles. In an earlier study of a

pre-breakup event on this same day (Marklund et al. (1982))

these two power dissipation mechanisms were found to be anti-

correlated. This indicates an interesting difference between

breakup and pre-breakup situations which reflects differences

in the physical mechanisms involved in the two kinds of events.
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6. Discussion

Studies of auroral breakup events mainly based on ground-based

observations have been reported in a number of recent papers (e.g.

Baumjohann et al., 1981; Opgenoorth et al-, 1980, and Inhester

et al., 1981). From these studies a fairly consistent picture

of the large scale features of the development of the substorm

in terms of ionospheric current flow and electric field con-

figuration has arisen. In particular, the westward travelling

surge is known to form the leading edge of the substorm-enhanced

westward electrojet. Behind the surge a region of discrete auroral

structures imbedded in widespread nonuniform diffuse auroras forms

a high-conductivity channel iin which the enhanced auroral electro jet

can flow. This current could at least partly be viewed as a Cowling

current (Boström, 1964; Baumjohann et al., 1981) associated with

a southward polarisation electric field which is set up in order

to preserve current continuity across the channel. Baumjohann et

al. (1981) found that each of a number of auroral breakups was

associated with a turnover of the northwest electric field towards

southwest and the appearance of a strong westward equivalent

current. These observations were interpreted to be consistent

with the generation of a Cowling channel in the active region.

Due to rapid motions and intensity variations of the auroral forms

within the active region behind the surge the conductivity will

be very inhomogeneous within this area. Thus the broad westward

electrojet is typically highly structured and a number of more lo-

calized high conductivity channels associated with local enhance-

ments of auroral activity will form. These channels could not

strictly be named Cowling channels, since up- and downward field-

-aligned currents at the northern and southern edges of these belts

are not likely to be totally inhibited (as indicated by Baumjohann

et al., 1981).

For this event it can be seen that the enhanced westward current

associated with the active region covered by the surge seems

to maintain its intensity for several minutes after the

passage of the front (cf. Fig.3), although the auroral activity

becomes weaker. Initially/ the ionospheric conductivity was

enhanced only very locally in those areas which were associated

with intense arcs. Later on precipitation associated with widespreac

nonuniform diffuse aurora caused a moderate conductivity enhancement

over a wider area, enabling the currents to flow in wider sheets.
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A comparison between the rocket electric field and ionospheric

current-vectors presented in Fig. 8 and the equivalent current-

vectors representative for Kiruna (dotted arrows) reveals the

following:

In the beginning of the flight (21.03.30 UT - 21.06.00 UT) the

centre of the electrojet was slightly south of Kiruna and the

electric field and the equivalent current-vectors were found to

be roughly parallel. At the second onset shortly after 21.06.00 UT,

there was an enhancement of nonuniform diffuse aurora and electro-

jet current strength close to the rocket, which measured a rota-

tion of the electric field from west to southwest. As can be seen

the directions of the calculated current vectors and the equivalent

current-vectors deviate markedly in the beginning of the flight

but after the enhancement they are roughly in agreement. This can

be understood in the following way:

At first the rocket intercepted a region in between the major re-

gion of the westward electrojet to the south and a probable narrow

high conductivity current channel to the north as indicated by the

intense arcs th«re and measured an ambient (not arc associated)

west-northwestward electric field. The equivalent current-vectors

which were found to have approximately the same directions must

however have been controlled by the intense currents predominantly

to the south, due to the large integration area of the ground

magnetometers. These currents could be viewed as westward Cowling

currents associated with a southward polarisation electric field

within the high conductivity region.

As a localized high conductivity region was passed by the rocket

after 21.06 UT the rocket measured a southwescward electric field,

which thus presumably was the sum of the external predominantly

westward electric field and a southward arc-associated polari-

sation electric field of about equal magnitude, i.e. 15 mV/m.

Whether the measured predominantly westward electric field was

the pure ambient field or whether it was the result of a north-

westward ambient field added to a weak southward polarisation

electric field, associated with the weak precipitation there, we

cannot say for sure. It is however unimportant for the discussion

here. In agreement with what should be expected from the above
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discussion, there is an enhancement of the calculated ionospheric

current-vectors at this time (cf. Fig. 8 ) and a good directional

agreement with the equivalent current-vectors. The excellent

agreement between tho» periods of strongly peaked electron distri-

butions and the periods of upward field-aligned currents as in-

ferred from the div j calculation (cf. Fig. 5) suggests that

current continuity across the high conductivity channels were

not only ensured by the southward polarisation electric fields

but also by intense Birkeland currents, connecting with the net

Hall currents across the region. If the field-aligned current

densities obtained by the two methods are assumed to be roughly

correct this would imply that the major part of the current, i.e.

about 80% must have been carried by electrons below 0.9 keV,

A comparison between the breakup case near local magnetic mid-

night which is studied hers and the arc-crossing during a pre-

breakup event earlier on this day (Marklund et al., 1982) reveals

a number of differences that .may be characteristic for the two

types of events.

For both cases a southward polarisation electric field of about

equal magnitude as the ambient electric field seems to have been

generated within the auroral forms (de la Beaujardiere et al.,

1977). These polarisation electric fields are needed as well as

Birkeland currents in order to preserve current continuity across

the high-conductivity regions produced by the auroral precipita-

tion (Mozer (1971); Coroniti and Kennel (1972); de la Beaujardiére

et al. (1981); Marklund et al. (1982)). The ambient electric field,

which presumably was of magnetospheric origin, showed a typical

local-time dependence (Mozer, 1971), being predominantly northward

for the pre-breakup event around 1800 LT (cf. Fig. 10) and pre-

dominantly westward for the breakup event close to magnetic mid-

night (cf. Fig. 8). For the first event the two electric fields

were oppositely directed, and almost cancelled each other within

the arc, with the consequence that a large part of the total east-

ward ionospheric current flow wa3 concentrated to the south of

the arc. This was also the case for the Joule heating which was

found to be anticorrelated with the dissipation by precipitating

energetic particles (cf. Fig. 11).
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Por the breakup case the two electric fields were approximately

perpendicular and equal in strength and added to form a south-

westward electric field only slightly stronger than the ambient

field. In contrast to the pre-breakup case the ionospheric current

flow and the Joule heating were now more or less confined to the

auroral forms, i.e. a positive correlation between the two power

dissipation mechanisms discussed above (cf. Fig. 9).

From this discussion it appears as if the active region, defined

here as the region of ionospheric current-flow and energy-dissi-

pation by particles and Joule heating, does not widen that much

between the pre-breakup case and the breakup case as could have

been expected from the auroral display only. During breakup

the visible auroral structures seem to reflect the active regions,

while for the pre-breakup case the visible auroral arcs seem to

represent only a minor part of the active region.
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7. Summary and Conclusions

1) Alter substorm onset at 20.58 UT a region of enhanced auroral

activity associated with westward currents spread to the west

and north over northern Scandinavia (Fig. 3). The southwestern

leading edge with IBC-4 auroras was associated with localized

upward field-aligned currents, as indicated by the sharp

gradient in the equivalent current vector distribution.

2) The intense nonuniform diffuse aurora encountered by the rocket

after 21.06 UT (Fig. 4) was associated with a southward pola-

risation electric field, an enhanced westward current (Fig. 8)

probably connected with a large scale upward field-aligned

current to the west and finally a N-S directed localized up-

ward field-aligned current sheet ($ 40 uA/ra ) as inferred

from the div 2 calculation and the electron distribution

<cf. Fig. 5). Thus, current continuity across the high con-

ductivity regions seems to have been ensured by polarisation

electric fields as well as by Birkeland currents.

3) Several such high-conductivity and localized current channels,

associated with intense time and space variable auroras, to-

gether seem to have formed the broad westward electxojet

(Fig. 3). Due to the large integration area for the ground

magnetometers, the equivalent current structure was fairly

homogeneous and only slowly varying.

4) For this event and a pre-breakup event earlier on this day

(Marklund et al., 1982), a southward polarisation electric

field was found to be associated with the auroral forms. This

field added to the LT-dependent ambient field, directed vest-

ward and northward for the two events respectively. Conse-

quently the magnitude of the total electric field became rela-

tively unchanged for the present case while drastically re-

duced in the pre-breakup situation (cf. Fig. 8 and Fig. 10).

5) For the breakup case with the westward ambient electric field

the results above imply that the ionospheric currents and the

Joule power dissipation became roughly limited to the high-

conductivity region associated with aurora. For the pre-breakup

case with the northward external electric field the power

dissipation by Jouie heating anå particle precipitation respec-

tively was anticorrelated and a large part of the current

flew in regions outside the visible aurora (cf. Figs. 8, 9,

10 and 11).
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Figure Captions

Figure 1. Kiruna magnetogram 27-28 January 1979.

Figure 2. Locations of the magnetic stations and the two all-sky

cameras used for this study. The axes define the Kiruna

coordinate system (see text).

Figure 3. Temporal development of the auroral activity and the

equivalent current flow after substorm onset at 20.58 UT.

The region of active aurora spreads to the west and

north along a pre-existing arc. This expansion is ac-

companied by the intrusion of westward current flow.

Figure 4. Temporal development of the auroral activity close to

Kiruna and the equivalent current flow for the SMA-

latitude profile passing through Kiruna. Note the en-

hancement of the nonuniform diffuse aurora and the

currents north of Kiruna after 21.06.30 UT.

Figure 5. Electron energy spectra vs flight time. The thick

arrows represent intervals of up- and downward field-

aligned currents as inferred from the div ^ calculation

and the attached numbers maximum and average current
2

density in pA/m . The insert is an example of a quasi-

monoenergetic spectra with maximum energy and time re-

solution.

Figure 6. Horizontal components of the electric field (RIT) and

the electron energy flux (KGI), Note the sudden rever-

sal of E around 230 s (21.06.00 UT) occurring simul-

taneously with the sharp increase in the electron ener-

gy flux.

Figure 7. Electron density variation along the rocket trajectory.

The crosses denote the densities obtained from the

double probe experiment. The dots show the equilibrium

density values (neg), calculated from the measured

electron spectra.

Figure 8. Vector representation of the measured electric fields

and the calculated currents along a horizontal projec-

tion of the rocket trajectory. Before 21.06 UT jL,aic
is predominantly northward in contrast to the west-
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fard equivalent current vectors (j ^inferred from
v-eq/

Fig. 4. Between 21.06 UT and 21.08 UT the current vec-
tors J c a l c and J are roughly parallel.

Figure 9. Height—integrated conductivities (I , Z ) and iono-

spheric current densities (J , J ) and power dissi-
x y

pation by Joule heating and precipitating particles

as calculated from the rocket data.

Note the following:

1) j being relatively small, shows a monotonic decrease

after 220 s followed by a reversal. -J intensifies

to 1 A/m as the auroral activity increases after

220 s.

2) A fairly good correlation exists between the power

dissipation by particles and Joule heating.

Figure 10. Same as Fig. 8 but for an arc crossing by the S23L1

rocket during a pre-breakup event earlier this evening.

Figure 11. Same as the lower panel of Fig. 9 but for the pre-break-

up event.
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On 27 January, 1979 the Substorm-GEOS rocket S23H was launched

from ESRANGE, Kiruna, shortly after the onset of an intense mag-

netospheric substorm over northern Scandinavia. Rocket electric

field and particle observations have been used to calculate

ionospheric currents and heating rates. These results are

generally consistent with the ground magnetic (SMA ) and optical

(all-sky, TV) observations. An important finding emerging from

a comparison of this event with a pre-breakup event earlier on

this day (Marklund et al., 1982) is that the ionospheric sub-

storm-related electric field could be split up into two parts,

namely:

1) an ambient LT dependent field, probably of ntagnetospheric

origin

2) superimposed on this a small-scale electric field associated

with the bright auroral structures, being southward for both

events.

This is shown to have important consequences on the location of

the ionospheric currents and the Joule energy dissipation relative

to the auroral forms. For example, in the pre-breakup arc, Joule

energy dissipation and particle energy flux were found to be anti-

correlated, while in the breakup case correlated.

Key words: Electric field. Arc-associated electric field,

Energy dissipation, Ionospheric currents, Cowling current channel

*) Scandinavian Magnetometer Array (SMA)


